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Launchpad

A METHOD OF GRADUATE INCUBATION DESIGNED TO BUILD NEW BUSINESSES TO 
MEET MARKET DEMAND.

The Launchpad methodology reverses the traditional model of business incubation as 
it creates new companies in direct response to an identified industry demand. Instead 
of starting with an entrepreneur and their idea, Launchpad begins with the customer 
and their business challenge. Graduates with complementary skills are then selected 
and tasked with solving the industry requirement and a high-growth start-up is 
developed around the solution. 



Launchpad

1. Each place costs around €76k (currently funded by Europe)

2. Students receive a £16k stipend

3. MA Entrepreneurship alongside Directorships – Discovering (60 credits) –
Developing (60 credits) – Executing (60 credits)

4. Investors seeking early stage investment opportunities

5. University has a 24.9% stake taken in each business





MARKETS TALENT PIVOT LAUNCH



1. Identifying market demand - Business partners provide a ‘live’ market challenge and 
is assessed for its market demand, scalability and commercial value. A high-growth 
start-up is built around the solution.  

2. Recruiting graduates to specific teams - Graduates are recruited and placed into 
teams with complementary skills. Over 12 months, they undertake a specially 
designed MA in Entrepreneurship using the creation of a Tech business as the learning 
vehicle.  During this period, they receive intensive support from Industry Mentors.  

3. Pivoting to the market - The majority of new start-ups fail because their products 
are insufficiently aligned to the marketplace. During the start-up phase, Launchpad 
teams work with industry to continually pivot their solution to the customer base.

4. Incorporation and Acceleration - After the first year, graduates become Directors in 
their own incorporated companies. They remain on campus for an additional year of 
intensive support as they scale their business, employ staff and secure investment.  









Falmouth Launchpad Ventures Limited is a holding co-structure used for these 
investments.  It is a joint venture between the University and Cornwall Council that 
ensures that the cash from exit / dividends is reinvested in Launchpad

- Expectation of average investment hold of 8 years 

- In the shorter term investment comes from a) further public funding and b) pre-
seed finance of the incubator

- For b) the prerequisite is that we can demonstrate that at incorporation / end of 
acceleration the businesses are investible and that the investment values are 
attractive compared to pre-seed funding levels in the incubator



Artificial Intelligence sentiment analysis business built up from a team of 4 to now 10

- Focus on sentiment in games / entertainment and health businesses

- Approx £170K of investment to date plus the £200K or so that it took to bring 
Hertzian through incubation

- Substantially all revenues are from exports (most sales in US)

- Identified as one of 5 trailblazing UK based AI businesses by UK government  

- Falmouth remains an active shareholder (NED on the board)


